New assignment tool
Reusing old assignments
Many have asked if it’s possible to reuse old assignments. The answer is yes. When copying an
assignment, you’ll will end up with the same content and settings, but in the new assignment tool.
To guide you through the changes, we offer a short onboarding tour the first time you copy an
assignment.

What is lacking in the new assignment tool that we have in the new?
We have focused on developing an easy to use assignment tool by simplifying the creation and
assessment process. There are still gaps between the features of the old and the new assignment
tool. We are still determining how to best deal with these gaps. Our intention is to make a great
assignment tool, not necessarily include every option and feature from the old tool.

FEATURE GAP
Copy an assignment with
answers
Transfer to assignment to the
assessment portfolio
Show deleted answers
Place a student in a course
group when the assignment is
completed
Self-enrolment groups

Comment files

STATUS
This is on our to-do list.
This is on our to-do list.
This is on our to-do list.
To be decided. Ideally this should become part of a holistic
Learning Path feature which we – though another team - plan
to start on in Q3.
To be decided. This is by far the least used form of group
assignments. When copying an old assignment, we will set
'Student defined groups' instead.
We believe our only annotation options are better meeting the
needs of our users than downloading the answer and uploading
the answer file. Note that it is still possible to upload a file via
the RTE.

Please note that the assignment tool is continuously developed based on your feedback

Create and view Microsoft Office documents
For system administrators:


Office Online is by default off. To enable Office Online, go to Admin > Edit global settings >
Cloud Services.

